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In her hilarious book of essays, Parks and Recreation star Retta shares the
stories that led to her success in Hollywood. In So Close to Being the Sh*t, Y’all
Don’t Even Know, Parks and Recreation star Retta takes us on her not-someteoric rise from roaches to riches (well, rich enough that she can buy $15,000
designer handbags yet scared enough to know she’s always a heartbeat away
from ramen with American cheese). Throwing her hard-working Liberian parents
for a loop, Retta abandons her plan to attend med school after graduating Duke
University to move to Hollywood to star in her own sitcom—like her comedy
heroes Lucille Ball and Roseanne. Say what? Word. Turns out Retta might
actually be on to something. After winning Comedy Central’s stand-up
competition, she should be ready for prime time—but a fear of success derails her
biggest dream. Whether reminiscing about her days as a contract chemist at
GlaxoSmithKline, telling “dirty” jokes to Mormons, feeling like the odd man out
on Parks, fending off racist trolls on Twitter, flirting with Michael Fassbender, or
expertly stalking the cast of "Hamilton," Retta’s unique voice and refreshing
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honesty will make you laugh, cry, and laugh so hard you’ll cry. Her eponymous
sitcom might not have happened yet, but by the end of So Close to Being the
Sh*t, you’ll be rooting for Retta to be the next one-named wonder to take over
your television. And she just might inspire you to reach for the stars, too.
A young man learns that there is more to being successful than the bottom line. A
Paperboy's Fable is a concise, entertaining fable that makes revolutionary points
using age old principles. Whether someone is opening a lemonade stand or
leading a startup software company, the 11 Principles of Success make A
Paperboy's Fable a timeless tale that is as fresh as it is universal. A Paperboy's
Fable also features interviews with many professors, entrepreneurs, CEO’s and
General David Petraeus.
From the co-founder of THINX and hellotushy.com, start-ups collectively valued
at more than $150 million, comes DISRUPT-HER, a rallying cry for women to
radically question the status quo. Miki Agrawal has faced patriarchal pushback,
fought girl-on-girl hate, ridden the roller coaster of building businesses as a
female CEO, and even overcome an attempt to burn her for witchcraft
(figuratively). In order to navigate the complicated--at times maddening--struggles
of contemporary femininity, we need an unabashed manifesto for the modern
woman that inspires us to move past outrage and take positive steps on the
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personal, professional, and societal levels. This manifesto galvanizes us to action
in 13 major areas of our lives with as much fire power as possible. These are the
credos we live by, the advice we give to friends, the tenets we instill in our
companies and peers on a daily basis. Stories of badass female movers and
shakers are shared in this book too to give you an extra jolt of "I've got this." It's a
whole body F*CK YES to your work, your love, your relationships, and your
mission--while doing it all authentically, unapologetically, and with full integrity.
Why do you act the way you do? Do you ever feel like you get stuck in
destructive cycles that hold you back from living the life you really want? In a
dynamic, compelling and aha-filled journey, Stop Doing That Sh*t helps you
connect the dots of your “stuff” all the way from your past to the present. You’ll
make sense of yourself as you uncover how to interrupt those destructive cycles
of yours and make the kind of profound shift needed to get your life on track. If
you can’t save money, if you keep ending up in the same types of toxic
relationships, if you feel unloved, don’t fit in, not enough or any one of the myriad
of ways that a human being trashes an otherwise good life, this is the book for
you. Written in the same irreverent, in-your-face style that resonated with the
hundreds of thousand of fans who read Unfu*k Yourself, Stop Doing that Sh*t
skillfully reveals our deepest subconscious machinery, with a real-world approach
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to powerfully translate our most negative thoughts and behaviors into a vitalizing,
sabotage-free future. “Stop indulging yourself with fantasies and dramas and
unresolved issues. Wake the hell up!” Bishop writes. Look, you might have
fu*ked up in the past, so what? Stop Doing That Sh*t reveals how you can break
free of those deep-seated patterns to live the life you always knew you wanted
but could never quite seem to have. As Bishop says, “The future has arrived.
Now what the hell are you going to do about it?”
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist
growing up on the Spokane Indian Reservation. Determined to take his future
into his own hands, Junior leaves his troubled school on the rez to attend an allwhite farm town high school where the only other Indian is the school mascot.
Heartbreaking, funny, and beautifully written, The Absolutely True Diary of a PartTime Indian, which is based on the author's own experiences, coupled with
poignant drawings by Ellen Forney that reflect the character's art, chronicles the
contemporary adolescence of one Native American boy as he attempts to break
away from the life he was destined to live. With a forward by Markus Zusak,
interviews with Sherman Alexie and Ellen Forney, and four-color interior art
throughout, this edition is perfect for fans and collectors alike.
An inspiring, irreverent manifesto for those seeking to blaze their own path to
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entrepreneurship and find fulfillment and happiness through bold action and big
ideas Have you ever wondered if it's possible to make a career out of something
you love? Or how to march through life with a purpose and get the most out of
every second? Miki Agrawal, entrepreneur, angel investor, and cool-sh*t-doer,
has figured it out. Here Miki shares her own adventures in entrepreneurship and
life, from learning to step out of her comfort zone in a foreign country to achieving
her dream of playing soccer for the New York Magic to partnering with Tony
Hsieh of Zappos.com to launch her dream business. In Do Cool Sh*t, Miki shows
you how to start your own business, fund it on a shoestring budget, convene the
perfect group to brainstorm your business plan, test your product, get great (free)
press coverage, and more—all while living a life you're proud of. Miki pulls back
the curtain to reveal how you can live out loud, honor your hunches, and leave
nothing on the table. She reminds you that it's cool to care and be excited about
ideas and to be proactive; it's cool to mess up; it's cool to work your ass off on
something that is meaningful to you; and it's cool to keep trying when the odds
are stacked against you. Whether you're about to graduate from college and are
wondering what the heck you want to do with your life, or you are in a dead-end
job, dreaming about starting your own business, Do Cool Sh*t will make you
open your eyes, laugh out loud, and shout, "I can do that!"
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Say no without being an a**hole and save yourself from burnout with "pep talks
and sage advice" from the New York Times bestselling author of The LifeChanging Magic of Not Giving a F*ck (HelloGiggles). Are you burnt out from
taking on more than you can handle or accepting less than you deserve? Tired of
giving in instead of sticking up for yourself? Sick of saying yes all the time?
You're gonna love F*CK NO! No is an acceptable answer, and it's time to start
using it. Whether you're a People-Pleaser, Overachiever, Pushover, or have
serious FOMO, bestselling "anti-guru" Sarah Knight helps you say what you
really mean without being really mean—or burning out for fear of missing out. Life
is so much better when you say no with confidence—and without guilt, fear, or
regret. F*ck No! delivers practical strategies that give you the power to decline,
and concrete examples that put the words right into your mouth. You'll discover: •
The joy of no • No-Tips for all occasions • How to set boundaries • Fill-in-theblank F*ckNotes • The No-and-Switch, the Power No—and how to take no for an
answer yourself • And much more! Praise for Sarah Knight and the No F*cks
Given Guides "Self-help to swear by." —Boston Globe "Genius." —Vogue
"Hilarious, irreverent, and no-nonsense." —Bustle
The no-f*cks-given guide to taming anxiety and taking back control of your life,
from the bestselling author of The Life-Changing Magic of Not Giving a F*ck and
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Get Your Sh*t Together. Do you spend more time worrying about problems than
solving them? Do you let unexpected difficulties ruin your day and do "what ifs"
keep you up at night? Sounds like you need to Calm the F*ck Down. Just
because things are falling apart doesn't mean YOU can't pull it together. Whether
you're stressed about sh*t that hasn't happened yet or freaked out about sh*t that
already has, the NoWorries method from "anti-guru" Sarah Knight helps you curb
the anxiety and overthinking that's making everything worse. Calm the F*ck
Down explains: The Four Faces of Freaking Out -- and their Flipsides How to
accept what you can't control Productive Helpful Effective Worrying (PHEW) The
Three Principles of Dealing With It And much more! Praise for Sarah Knight and
the No F*cks Given Guides: "Self-help to swear by." -- The Boston Globe
"Genius." -- Vogue "Hilarious, irreverent, and no-nonsense." -- Bustle
In Do Cool Sh*t, serial social entrepreneur, angel investor, and all-around cool
sh*t–doer Miki Agrawal shows how to start a successful company—from
brainstorming to raising money to getting press without any connections—all while
having a meaningful life! With zero experience and no capital, Miki Agrawal
opened WILD, a farm-to-table pizzeria in New York City and Las Vegas,
partnered up in a children's multimedia company called Super Sprowtz, and
launched a patented high-tech underwear business called THINX. Miki has seen
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significant growth in her businesses. She pulls back the curtain of how you can
live out loud, honor your hunches, and leave nothing on the table. Whether
you’re a student with big aspirations or an experienced professional looking for
new opportunities, Do Cool Sh*t will open your eyes, make you laugh, and give
you the confidence to quit your day job, start your own business, and live happily
ever after. Do Cool Sh*t features a foreword by Tony Hsieh, the founder of
Zappos.
Full coverage of the ins and outs of inventing for profit Protect your idea, develop a product and start your business! Did you have a great idea? Did you do anything about it? Did
someone else? Inventing For Dummies is the smart and easy way to turn your big idea into big
money. This non-intimidating guide covers every aspect of the invention process - from
developing your idea, to patenting it, to building a prototype, to starting your own business. The
Dummies Way * Explanations in plain English * "Get in, get out" information * Icons and other
navigational aids * Tear-out cheat sheet * Top ten lists * A dash of humor and fun Discover
how to: * Conduct a patent search * Maintain your intellectual property rights * Build a
prototype product * Determine production costs * Develop a unique brand * License your
product to another company
Teagan Frost -- the girl with telekinetic powers and a killer paella recipe -- faces a new threat
that could wipe out her home forever in the second book of Jackson Ford's irreverent fantasy
series. Teagan Frost's life is finally back on track. Her role working for the government as a
psychokinetic operative is going well. She might also be on course for convincing her crush,
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Nic Delacourt, to go out with her. And she's even managed to craft the perfect paella. But
Teagan is about to face her biggest threat yet. A young boy with the ability to cause
earthquakes has come to Los Angeles -- home to the San Andreas, one of the most lethal fault
lines in the world. If Teagan can't stop him, the entire city -- and the rest of California -- will be
wiped off the map . . . For more from Jackson Ford check out:The Girl Who Could Move Sh*t
With Her Mind
The New York Times bestseller that’s “LAUGH OUT LOUD FUNNY” (Elle Décor) and “SPOTON…with a healthy amount of cursing" (POPSUGAR) The anti-clutter movement is having a
moment. You may have heard about a book—an entire book—written on the topic of tidiness and
how “magical” and “life-changing” it is to neaten up and THROW AWAY YOUR
BELONGINGS. Yes, you read that correctly. It’s time to fight that ridiculousness and start
buying even more stuff and leaving it any place you want. Guess what, neatniks? Science
shows that messy people are more creative.* Being a slob is an art, and there’s a fine line
between being a consumer and being a hoarder. Don’t cross that line. This book shows you
how to clutter mindfully and with great joy. The results are mind-blowing. Your plants will stop
dying. Your whiskey bottle will never run dry. Your drugstore points will finally add up to a free
jar of salsa and some nice shampoo. You’ll go shopping and discover you’ve lost weight... It's
time to take back your life from the anti-clutter movement. *As well as smarter and more
attractive.
There are two kinds of families: the ones we are born into and the ones we create. Walk has
never left the coastal California town where he grew up. He may have become the chief of
police, but he’s still trying to heal the old wound of having given the testimony that sent his
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best friend, Vincent King, to prison decades before. Now, thirty years later, Vincent is being
released. Duchess is a thirteen-year-old self-proclaimed outlaw. Her mother, Star, grew up with
Walk and Vincent. Walk is in overdrive trying to protect them, but Vincent and Star seem bent
on sliding deeper into self-destruction. Star always burned bright, but recently that light has
dimmed, leaving Duchess to parent not only her mother but her five-year-old brother. At school
the other kids make fun of Duchess—her clothes are torn, her hair a mess. But let them throw
their sticks, because she’ll throw stones. Rules are for other people. She’s just trying to
survive and keep her family together. A fortysomething-year-old sheriff and a thirteen-year-old
girl may not seem to have a lot in common. But they both have come to expect that people will
disappoint you, loved ones will leave you, and if you open your heart it will be broken. So when
trouble arrives with Vincent King, Walk and Duchess find they will be unable to do anything but
usher it in, arms wide closed. Chris Whitaker has written an extraordinary novel about people
who deserve so much more than life serves them. At times devastating, with flashes of humor
and hope throughout, it is ultimately an inspiring tale of how the human spirit prevails and how,
in the end, love—in all its different guises—wins.
Stop the yelling, lose the guilt, and become a calmer, happier parent. Drawing on evidencebased practices, here is an insight-packed and tip-filled plan for how to stop the parental
meltdowns. Its compassionate, pragmatic approach will help readers feel less ashamed and
more empowered to get their, ahem, act together instead of losing it. “Using a powerful
combination of humor and reality checks, Naumburg helps parents unpack their unique
stressors (we all have them) and find ways to stay calm even the most frustrating of family
moments.” —Katie Hurley, LCSW, author of No More Mean Girls and The Happy Kid Handbook
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“By the end not only are you laughing out loud, but you’ve gained a sense of self-compassion
and a concrete action plan.”—Rebecca Schrag Hershberg, PhD, author of The Tantrum
Survival Guide
THE "GENIUS" (Cosmopolitan) NATIONAL BESTSELLER ON THE ART OF CARING LESS
AND GETTING MORE--FROM THE AUTHOR OF GET YOUR SH*T TOGETHER AND YOU
DO YOU Are you stressed out, overbooked, and underwhelmed by life? Fed up with pleasing
everyone else before you please yourself? It's time to stop giving a f*ck. This brilliant, hilarious,
and practical parody of Marie Kondo's bestseller The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up
explains how to rid yourself of unwanted obligations, shame, and guilt--and give your f*cks
instead to people and things that make you happy. The easy-to-use, two-step NotSorry Method
for mental decluttering will help you unleash the power of not giving a f*ck about: Family drama
Having a "bikini body" Iceland Co-workers' opinions, pets, and children And other bullsh*t! And
it will free you to spend your time, energy, and money on the things that really matter. So what
are you waiting for? Stop giving a f*ck and start living your best life today!
The new generation of workers needs a new workplace manual designed to explain the
particular norms, boundaries, and expectations of the contemporary office environment and
help them navigate the cutthroat reality of a cubicled 9 to 5. Enter Stop Tweeting Boring Sh*t, a
handbook of vintage-style public service announcements addressing modern office issues,
including such gems as: "If you don't have something nice to say, e-mail it," "If it doesn't have a
meeting invite, it didn't happen," and "Nothing good comes from hitting 'reply all.'" With plenty
of revealing (and real) workplace statistics peppered throughout, plus a full-size Stop Tweeting
Boring Sh*t pull-out poster to hang in the cubicle, this colorful guide offers just the motivation
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young people need to hunker down and get to work.
Founder of popular website Get Your Shit Together blends personal story and must-have
advice in the ultimate guide to getting your affairs in order—from wills and advance directives to
insurance, finances, and relationships—before the unthinkable happens. On July 17, 2009,
Chanel Reynolds’ husband, José, was struck by a car while cycling near their home in Seattle.
In the wake of her husband’s untimely death, Reynolds quickly realized that she was
completely unprepared for what came next. What was the password to his phone? Did they
sign their wills? How much insurance did they have? Could she afford the house? And what
the hell was probate anyway? Simply put, when life went sideways she didn’t have her shit
together. As it turns out, most of us don’t either. We’re too busy, in denial, overwhelmed by
too much information, uncertain where to start, or just uncomfortable having those difficult
conversations. Reynolds learned the hard way that hoping for the best is not a plan, but you
don’t have to. Drawing on her first-hand experience, expert advice, and the unparalleled
resources she’s compiled for her celebrated website, Reynolds lends a human voice to a
warren of checklists and forms and emotional confusion, showing readers how to: Create a will
and living will Update (or finally get) the right life insurance policy Start or grow an emergency
fund Make a watertight emergency plan Keep secure, up-to-date records of personal
information Authoritative yet personal, grounded but irreverent, Reynolds’ voice carries
readers through a tough subject with candor and compassion. Weaving personal story with
hard-won wisdom, What Matters Most is the approachable, no-nonsense handbook we all
need to living a life free of worry and "what ifs."
New York Times Bestseller Over 2.5 million copies sold For David Goggins, childhood was a
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nightmare - poverty, prejudice, and physical abuse colored his days and haunted his nights.
But through self-discipline, mental toughness, and hard work, Goggins transformed himself
from a depressed, overweight young man with no future into a U.S. Armed Forces icon and
one of the world's top endurance athletes. The only man in history to complete elite training as
a Navy SEAL, Army Ranger, and Air Force Tactical Air Controller, he went on to set records in
numerous endurance events, inspiring Outside magazine to name him The Fittest (Real) Man
in America. In this curse-word-free edition of Can't Hurt Me, he shares his astonishing life story
and reveals that most of us tap into only 40% of our capabilities. Goggins calls this The 40%
Rule, and his story illuminates a path that anyone can follow to push past pain, demolish fear,
and reach their full potential.

Get ready to focus on the single most important thing you can do to live a happy,
healthy, and successful life: BELONG. “Read this book, do what it says, and discover
exactly where you fit in.” —John Mackey, Co-founder and CEO, Whole Foods Market “If
you want to belong, read this book.” —Deepak Chopra, MD “From the moment I opened
this book I was hooked. This book is caring and tender, challenging and action-driven. It
is now on my recommendation list.” —Esther Perel, author of Mating in Captivity and
The State of Affairs, host of Where Should We Begin? podcast How is it that the
internet connects us to a world of people, yet so many of us feel more isolated than
ever? That we have hundreds, even thousands of friends on social media, but not a
single person to truly confide in? Radha Agrawal calls this “community confusion,” and
in Belong she offers every reader a blueprint to find their people and build and nurture
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community, because connectedness—as more and more studies show—is our key to
happiness, fulfillment, and success. A book that’s equal parts inspiring and interactive,
and packed with prompts, charts, quizzes, and full-color illustrations, Belong takes
readers on a two-part journey. Part one is Going IN—a gentle but intentional process of
self-discovery and finding out your true energy levels and VIA (values, interests, and
abilities). Part two is Going OUT—building on all that you’ve learned about yourself to
find those few special people who feed your soul, and discovering, or creating, the everwidening groups that align with your aims and desires. As the Co-founder and CEO of
the popular global morning dance community Daybreaker, Radha Agrawal developed
an immense offline community with her team of Community Catalysts in 25 cities and
on a dozen college campuses around the world by creating a physical space for people
to connect, self-express, sweat, and dance. Now, Radha offers the life-changing
strategies, tips, and tricks for making friends that will light your fire and give you the
exhale of “Ahh, I’m home.” “Radha has written a book that’s fun to read, easy to
digest, and embodies deep wisdom. This isn’t just a book I’m endorsing. This is a
book that I want to buy multiple copies of because I have so many friends and
acquaintances that will benefit from it. It’s the first book I couldn't wait to finish reading
it so I could give my copy to one of my friends to read the same day.” —Tony Hsieh,
CEO of Zappos and author of Delivering Happiness
Based on the New York Times bestseller Unfu*k Yourself comes an all new book of
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prompts, questions, and exercises, giving you the tools to intentionally commit to finally
unfu*king your life. In Unfu*k Yourself, Gary John Bishop inspired people to put his
words into action to transform their fu*king lives. Through seven paradigm shifting
assertions such as: “I am wired to win,” “I embrace the uncertainty” and “I expect
nothing and accept everything,” Bishop helped millions of readers to move past their
self-imposed limitations. Still, Bishop knows it’s hard to go from reading the book,
feeling inspired, and then actually doing the necessary work. That’s where Do the
Work comes in: it’s the kick in the ass you need to get moving and create the life you
want. The workbook drills down into three categories — self, people, and purpose — to
help you identify and remedy the challenges that frustrate and often cripple us. Filled
with entirely new material, including personalized prompts and exercises with ample
lined space to journal and process, Do the Work expands the lessons in Unfu*k
Yourself, giving you the tools to intentionally commit to taking on your life. “This is a
personal workshop for your brain, a legit resource where you can work your life out,
what matters to you, what’s going to make the biggest difference and empower you to
act in ways that make some palpable change to the direction your life is currently
taking.” The truth will set you free, right? So what are you waiting for?
Do Cool Sh*tQuit Your Day Job, Start Your Own Business, and Live Happily Ever
AfterHarper Collins
Full of imagination, wit, and random sh*t flying through the air, this insane adventure
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from an irreverent new voice will blow your tiny mind. For Teagan Frost, sh*t just got
real. Teagan Frost is having a hard time keeping it together. Sure, she's got telekinetic
powers -- a skill that the government is all too happy to make use of, sending her on
secret break-in missions that no ordinary human could carry out. But all she really
wants to do is kick back, have a beer, and pretend she's normal for once. But then a
body turns up at the site of her last job -- murdered in a way that only someone like
Teagan could have pulled off. She's got 24 hours to clear her name - and it's not just
her life at stake. If she can't unravel the conspiracy in time, her hometown of Los
Angeles will be in the crosshairs of an underground battle that's on the brink of
exploding . . .
Does thinking about money stress you out? Does the concept of ‘having it all’ seemed
more like a taunt than an aspiration? Do you want to make your money work for you,
rather than the other way around? Has the Covid lockdown forced you to reconsider
how you live your life and awakened a desire to develop a better work–life balance? In
2018 Kel Galavan was living and working at breakneck speed, spending endless hours
commuting, and felt like she saw more of her children asleep than awake. Realising this
wasn’t the life she wanted for herself or her family, she quit her job, and with the family
income reduced, embarked on a No-Spend Year in January 2019. Her journey through
self-doubt and hard-won life lessons culminated in savings of over €27,000 and
changed the life of her family for the better in ways she could never have imagined.
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Now she wants to bring these lessons to you as we adjust to the post-Covid world and
hopefully an understanding of the importance of family and health above the consumerdriven rat-run of life in the twenty-first century. Mindful Money is about building good
spending habits and a positive money mindset to build a fulfilling, happy life no matter
what the income. Part personal story, part how-to guide, Mindful Money provides deep
insight into the emotional journey of Kel’s own experience, along with a background on
how money works, and details the seven habits of mindful spending so that anyone can
build a life of their own design on their own terms. Mindful Money is more than a
journey; it is a transformation in mindset that allows for more money, more freedom and
more happiness in all our lives. Kel Galavan is a well-known blogger and Instagram
influencer, known as Mrs Smart Money. She has appeared on RTE Radio One, 2FM,
Today FM and Virgin Media One.
Full of imagination, wit, and random sh*t flying through the air, "Alias meets X-Men" in
this insane new Frost Files adventure that will blow your tiny mind (Maria Lewis). “This
third installment fully delivers, with a breakneck pace, high stakes, and plenty of
wisecracks.” —Kirkus ? Teagan Frost might be getting better at moving sh*t with her
mind - but her job working as a telekinetic government operative only ever seems to get
harder. That's not even talking about her car-crash of a love life . . . And things are
about to get even tougher. No sooner has Teagan chased off one psychotic kid hellbent on trashing the whole West Coast, but now she has to contend with another
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supernatural being who can harness devastating electrical power. And if Teagan can't
stop him, the whole of Los Angeles will be facing the sh*tstorm of the century . . . "A
non?stop adrenaline high.” —Publishers Weekly For more from Jackson Ford, check
out: The Girl Who Could Move Sh*t With Her Mind Random Sh*t Flying Through the Air
Eye of the Sh*t Storm
It's time to take control and 'Get Your Sh!t Together'. With The Grit Doctor on your side,
find out what you want from life and find the courage to go for it, power through life
admin without breaking sweat, and learn how to switch off and chill out.
Joining the ranks of The Life-Changing Magic of Not Giving a F*ck, The Subtle Art of
Not Giving a F*ck, You Are a Badas*, and F*ck Feelings comes this refreshing, BSfree, self-empowerment guide that offers an honest, no-nonsense, tough-love approach
to help you move past self-imposed limitations. Are you tired of feeling fu*ked up? If you
are, Gary John Bishop has the answer. In this straightforward handbook, he gives you
the tools and advice you need to demolish the slag weighing you down and become the
truly unfu*ked version of yourself. ''Wake up to the miracle you are,'' he directs. ''Here's
what you've forgotten: You're a fu*king miracle of being.'' It isn't other people that are
standing in your way, it isn't even your circumstances that are blocking your ability to
thrive, it's yourself and the negative self-talk you keep telling yourself. In Unfu*k
Yourself, Bishop leads you through a series of seven assertions: I am willing. I am
wired to win. I got this. I embrace the uncertainty. I am not my thoughts; I am what I do.
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I am relentless. I expect nothing and accept everything. Lead the life you were meant to
have—Unfu*k Yourself.
For everyone who loved You Are a Badass and The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck -- a
cut-through-the-crap guide to quitting the self-destructive habits that undermine
happiness and success How to Stop Feeling Like Sh*t is a straight-shooting approach
to self-improvement for women, one that offers no-crap truth-telling about the most
common self-destructive behaviors women tend to engage in. From listening to the
imposter complex and bitchy inner critic to catastrophizing and people-pleasing, Andrea
Owen -- a nationally sought-after life coach -- crystallizes what's behind these invisible,
undermining habits. With each chapter, she kicks women's gears out of autopilot and
empowers them to create happier, more fulfilling lives. Powerfully on-the-mark, the
chapters are short and digestible, nicely bypassing weighty examinations in favor of
punch-points of awareness.
From the editor-in-chief and co-owner of the highly respected self-improvement site Pick the
Brain comes an inspirational guide for overscheduled, overwhelmed women on how to do less
so that they can achieve more. Women live in a state of constant guilt: that we’re not doing
enough, that we’re not good enough, that we can’t keep up. If we’re not climbing the
corporate ladder, building our side hustle, preparing home-cooked meals, tucking the kids in at
night, meditating daily, and scheduling playdates, date nights, and girls’ nights every week, we
feel like we’re not living our best lives. Yet traditional productivity books—written by men—barely
touch on the tangle of cultural pressures that women feel when facing down a to-do list. Now,
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Erin Falconer will show you how to do less—a lot less. In fact, How to Get Sh*t Done will teach
you how to zero in on the three areas of your life where you want to excel, and then it will show
you how to off-load, outsource, or just stop giving a damn about the rest. As the founder of two
technology start-ups and one of Refinery29’s Top 10 Women Changing the Digital Landscape
for Good, Erin has seen what happens when women chase an outdated, patriarchal model of
productivity, and now she shows you how even the most intense perfectionist among us can
tap into our inner free spirit and learn to feel like badasses. Packed with real-life advice, honest
stories from Erin’s successful career, and dozens of actionable resources, How to Get Sh*t
Done will forever reframe productivity so that you can stop doing everything for everyone and
start doing what matters to you.
That Kevin Smith? The guy who did “Clerks” a million years ago? Didn’t they bounce his fat
ass off a plane once? What could you possibly learn from the director of “Cop Out”? How
about this: he changed filmmaking forever when he was twenty-three, and since then, he’s
done whatever the hell he wants. He makes movies, writes comics, owns a store, and now
he’s built a podcasting empire with his friends and family, including a wife who’s way out of
his league. So here’s some tough shit: Kevin Smith has cracked the code. Or, he’s just
cracked. Tough Sh*t is the dirty business that Kevin has been digesting for 41 years and now,
he’s ready to put it in your hands. Smear this shit all over yourself, because this is your
blueprint (or brownprint) for success. Kev takes you through some big moments in his life to
help you live your days in as Gretzky a fashion as you can: going where the puck is gonna be.
Read all about how a zero like Smith managed to make ten movies with no discernible talent,
and how when he had everything he thought he’d ever want, he decided to blow up his own
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career. Along the way, Kev shares stories about folks who inspired him (like George Carlin),
folks who befuddled him (like Bruce Willis), and folks who let him jerk off onto their legs (like
his beloved wife, Jen). So make this your daily reader. Hell, read it on the toilet if you want.
Just make sure you grab the bowl and push, because you’re about to take one Tough Sh*t.
An accessible approach to helping anyone struggling with depression to reclaim a joyful life.
From feeling exhausted or blue to not being able to get out of bed, depression happens on a
spectrum and can affect anyone. Our current approach of medicine and therapy doesn't always
offer all the answers. But according to Amy B. Scher, that’s not as much of a mystery as you
might think. If you’ve done everything to heal from depression but are still stuck, you’re not
alone. Amy sees it as the literal depression of self—a side effect of being buried under our lives.
It’s not all in your head. It’s not all in your body, either. It happens in the whole self. But just
as depression happens in every part of you, healing does too. Scher’s bestselling books have
been endorsed by prominent physicians and helped thousands of people overcome chronic
illness, emotional challenges, and more. With How to Heal Yourself from Depression When No
One Else Can, she brings her proven approach of using energy therapy for releasing emotional
stress and trauma to one of the most widespread mental health challenges of our time. In this
book, you’ll: Learn how invisible emotions may be negatively affecting you Understand why
it’s okay to stop chasing that mountain of happiness we’ve been programmed to chase
(spoiler alert: it doesn’t even exist) Release stuck emotional baggage, even if you don’t know
what it is Use emotional healing techniques such as The Sweep to release subconscious
beliefs and Thymus Test & Tap to clear stuck emotions from the body Learn how to release
patterns like perfectionism, lack of boundaries, fear, and more that contribute to depression
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Get answers for your healing from your subconscious mind Finally end the cycle of depression
and become the happiest, healthiest version of yourself Amy has proven that working with the
body’s energy system for deep transformation is often effective when nothing else works. Here
she brings much-needed relief to anyone who wants to end the cycle of depression and
rediscover the inherent wellness that resides in each of us.
It's time to stop giving a sh*t! Be calm... Stop stressing... Embrace the universe... Try yoga...
Be fulfilled... and that's an order! We're overwhelmed with these sorts of commands, and we
often torture ourselves to "try harder," yet somehow we never feel we've done quite enough.
It's about time we stop pushing ourselves to do what we think we're supposed to do, and
instead simply allow ourselves to be angry, be tired, be silly, be passionate--to stop giving a
shit, and just be. An international bestseller (now in English for the first time), The French Art of
Not Giving a Sh*t by Fabrice Midal explains why the key to true mindfulness is freeing
ourselves from social and often self-imposed stresses--and highlights how we can embrace life
more fully by giving ourselves a break. He gives readers permission to: Stop obeying -- you are
intelligent Stop being calm -- be at peace Stop wanting to be perfect -- accept life's storms Stop
rationalizing -- let things be Stop comparing -- be you Stop being ashamed -- be vulnerable
Stop tormenting yourself -- become your own best friend Stop wanting to love -- be benevolent
One of the world's leading teachers of meditation and mindfulness, Midal offers us a new
solution to the perennial problem of our too-much, too-fast modern life. It's OK, he urges us, to
say no. It's fine to quit the things that don't fulfill you. It's necessary, in fact, to give ourselves a
break and say, simply, c'est la vie. In The French Art of Not Giving a Sh*t, Midal gives each of
us permission to stop doing the things that don't make us happy ... so we have room in our
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lives for the things that do.
'An entrepreneur's guide to fixing your life' Financial Times 'Really interesting ... a very, very
good book' Steve Wright, BBC Radio 2 (Do Less, Get More) 'Inspiring ... sage and sane
advice' Booklist (Do Less, Get More)
___________________________________________________________________ Have you
ever dreamt of doing something new - setting up a business, getting in shape, or writing a
novel - but haven't gotten round to actually doing it? Does 'now' never feel like a good time to
start? The time has come. In January 2015, entrepreneur and bestselling author Sháá
Wasmund made a decision: to finally get what she wanted. Years after packing in her business
(and her salary) to take the plunge, life is everything she hoped it would be. As she discovered,
the key to getting what you want is within reach. Building on her many years of professional
experience and inspired by her own personal challenges and sh*t-fixing moments, How to Fix
Your Sh*t is your pocket life coach. In this simple and systematic guide, Wasmund will
empower you to conquer fear, ditch the excuses and start living your best life today.
The New York Times bestseller from the author of The Life-Changing Magic of Not Giving a
F*ck and You Do You. The no-f*cks-given, no-holds-barred guide to living your best life. Ever
find yourself stuck at the office-or even just glued to the couch -- when you really want to get
out (for once), get to the gym (at last), and get started on that "someday" project you're always
putting off? It's time to get your sh*t together. In The Life-Changing Magic of Not Giving a F*ck,
"anti-guru" Sarah Knight introduced readers to the joys of mental decluttering . This book takes
you one step further -- organizing the f*cks you want and need to give, and cutting through the
bullsh*t cycle of self-sabotage to get happy and stay that way. You'll discover: The Power of
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Negative Thinking Three simple tools for getting your sh*t together How to spend less and
save more Ways to manage anxiety, avoid avoidance, and conquer your fear of failure And
tons of other awesome sh*t! Praise for Sarah Knight: "Genius." -- Cosmopolitan "Self-help to
swear by." -- The Boston Globe "Hilarious... truly practical." -- Booklist
Discover the lost secrets of accomplishment and achievement! Do you want to do more,
accomplish more? Of course you do, everyone does. So, what’s stopping you? Get Sh*t Done
not only shows you what’s preventing you from daily achievement, it provides the tools and
the strategies to help you get to where you want to be. Get Sh*t Done is much more than just
the title of this book, it’s the method that unlocks the secrets of accomplishment and
achievement—the GSD Secret Formula. In this book, you will learn to identify and implement
the elements of superior productivity, eliminate the causes of procrastination, and achieve the
best possible outcomes in business and in life. This valuable guide gives you a
comprehensive, step-by-step plan for achieving maximum productivity. Bestselling author and
"King of Sales" Jeffrey Gitomer guides you through each aspect of the GSD process, from
attitude, desire, and determination, to goals, productivity, resilience, and fulfillment. Engaging
and easy to read, this book shows you how to discover the best ways to invest your time into
productive and profitable actions—and feel great about your achievements. Using the proven,
immediately-actionable GSD Formula, you’re on your way to: Doubling your achievements,
your work habits, and your income Implementing simple shifts and simple actions that increase
positive outcomes Recognizing the early warning signs of procrastination and reluctance
Eliminating the major GSD distractions that hold you back Discovering how to select, set, and
achieve your goals Get Sh*t Done: The Ultimate Guide to Productivity, Procrastination, &
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Profitability is a must-have resource for anyone who wants to never again say "I'll do it later"
and just get it done.
From the ABC hit show "Shark Tank," this book-filled with practical advice and introductions
from the Sharks themselves-will be the ultimate resource for anyone thinking about starting a
business or growing the one they have. Full of tips for navigating the confusing world of
entrepreneurship, the book will intersperse words of wisdom with inspirational stories from the
show. Throughout the book, readers will learn how to: Determine whether they're compatible
with the life of a small business owner, shape a marketable idea and craft a business model
around it, plan for a launch, run a business without breaking the bank (or burning themselves
out), create a growth plan that will help them handle and harness success, and pitch an idea or
business plan like a pro. Responding to the fans' curiosity about past show contestants,
readers will also find approximately 10 "Where Are They Now" boxes in which they learn what
happened to some of the most asked-about and/or most popular guests ever to try their luck in
front of the Sharks-and what they learned in the process.
Is your daily life chaotic and out of control? Do you struggle with work/life balance? Does it feel
like there are never enough hours in the day to accomplish all your goals? Does it feel like no
matter how hard you try it's never good enough? Are you looking for a simple yet executable
roadmap to create the life you've always desired? If you answered "yes" to any of these
questions, then you need...HOW TO MAKE SH*T HAPPEN."Core 4 has brought order to
chaos. Every time I veer off from it, the shit storms appear" - Ed Eisenbeck "CORE 4 has
opened up my mind more than anything I have done in my life. It has shown me that I control
my time, my relationships, my body, business, and altogether my life. I'm no longer just along
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for the ride. In any aspect of life." - Bryan Hooley

"The time for stepping up and protecting our planet is now. And this book is an
easy, enjoyable place to start." -- Moby It's time to put your good intentions into
action. It's time to give a shit -- about your health, your footprint, and your planet.
Give a Sh*t guides you through the transition to a kinder, healthier, more
conscious, and sustainable life like no book has done before. With a humorous
and nonjudgmental tone, savvy eco-friendly lifestyle expert Ashlee Piper walks
you through easy-but-impactful shifts anyone can make to live and be better
every damn day: In your home - Room-by-room guidance and tactics for a chic,
affordable, sustainable living space, no matter where or how you live In the
kitchen - 20+ unfussy, quick, and delicious plant-based recipes for every life
occasion, from pantry staples like White Witch Almond Milk to exciting everyday
fare like Walnut Chorizo Tostadas to kick-ass desserts like Jamocha Silk Pie In
your closet - Advice for building a polished, ethical wardrobe in a world of fast
fashion In the mirror - Beauty and grooming tips and DIY products (from skin care
to foundation to, ahem, ladytime provisions) that are safer, natural, cruelty-free,
and, best of all, effective In the wild - How to maintain your values (and your
moxie) at work, in your social life, and when abroad Give a Sh*t isn't a manual of
restrictions -- it's a practical handbook that meets you where you are and finally
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harmonizes doing good with living well.
Participating in psychedelic ceremonies with shamans from the Amazon. Diving
headfirst into rituals at Burning Man. Flying across the world to work with spiritual
gurus in Bali. These were never on Doug Cartwright's radar as "must-have"
experiences, but when you're a twentysomething ex-Mormon ex-millionaire living
deeply unfulfilled after doing everything you were "supposed to," you start
searching for a normal reality far from your original version. This book is Doug's
story, a psychedelic journey into meditation, silent retreats, astrophysics,
neuroscience, philosophy, and all forms of self-healing. It's how he found the
purpose of life, realized his mistakes, and built a new reality. Doug's story is how
he shifted his perspective on life-and it's how you can learn to shift yours. ?In
Holy Sh!t We're Alive, Doug shows you how to live with intention, trust yourself,
and show up every day for a meaningful life. You'll learn mind-blowing facts and
important clues to understand your existence and unique contributions. Self-love
can be your superpower. No matter who you are or where you've been, this book
gives you permission-and motivation-to do the work and throw out the garbage
holding you back so you, too, can maximize your human experience.
Have you ever stumbled upon a piece of life-changing knowledge that made you
think: why the hell didn't someone tell me this sooner?! Millions of people have
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listened to Adam and Adam on the What You Will Learn podcast, where they
have spent tens of thousands of hours studying the best ideas from the greatest
minds on the planet. Their most frequently asked question: what is the best
lesson you've come across? While you'd think a simple question would have a
simple answer, it didn't - until now! The Sh*t They Never Taught You will take you
on a journey through takeaways from over a hundred of the world's greatest
thinkers capturing lessons in personal development, career, business, personal
finances, human nature, history, and philosophy. Every lesson will be useful, and
one might change your life.
A humorous, realistic, and supportive guide to the first 52 weeks with a baby, The
Sh!t No One Tells You is the first book in Dawn Dais's popular parenting series,
followed by The Sh!t No One Tells You About Toddlers and The Sh!t No One
Tells You About Baby #2. There comes a time in every new mother’s life when
she finds herself staring at her screaming, smelly “bundle of joy” and wishing
someone had told her that her house would reek of vomit, or that she shouldn’t
buy the cute onesies with a thousand impossible buttons, or that she might cry
more than the baby. Best-selling author Dawn Dais, mother of two tiny terrors, is
convinced that there is a reason for this lack of preparedness. She believes that
a vast conspiracy exists to hide the horrific truth about parenting from doe-eyed
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expectant mothers who might otherwise abandon their babies in hospitals and
run for it. Eschewing the adorableness that oozes out of other parenting books,
Dais offers real advice from real moms—along with hilarious anecdotes, clever
tips, and the genuine encouragement every mom needs in order to survive the
first year of parenthood. The Sh!t No One Tells You is a must-have companion
for every new mother’s sleepless nights and poop-filled days.
Life is stressful. But it doesn’t have to be. It’s no wonder you can’t calm down:
your to-do list is as long as your arm, your bank balance keeps dropping, you feel
guilty for not calling your parents more often and there always seems to be a big
deadline to meet at work. You need a serious breather—but you can barely find
time to shower, let alone to exercise or meditate. In Let That Sh*t Go, Kate Petriw
and Nina Purewal share the wisdom they’ve gained though decades of
practising and teaching others to find peace of mind no matter how busy they
are. Learn to put your life in perspective, take each day one step at a time and
steal moments of calm amid the chaos. And remember: it’s not worth holding
onto that sh*t.
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